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COMPANY ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
FROM A NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL POINT OF VIEW 

 
POLITICI CONTABILE DE ÎNTREPRINDERE  

ÎNTR-O ABORDARE NAŢIONALĂ ŞI INTERNAŢIONALĂ 
 

L. CERNUŞCA ∗ 
 

Once with the integration of Romania into the European Union, the 
Romanian accounting system has done all possible efforts to synchronize 
to the international and European accounting referential. In this context, 
the elaboration and settlement of accounting policies of industry must bee 
submitted International Standards, so as to reevaluate the premises of 
obtaining accounting information and some qualitative financial 
situations. 
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THE STATE OF DEFINITIONS 
 

In according to article no. 224 of Order no. 1752/2005, regarding 
the syncronized accounting settlements to the European Directives, the 
political accounting represent: “the principles, the bases ,the conventions, the  
rules and specific practices  ,applied by on industry for preparing and 
presenting the annual financial situations” .We can take as a direct example 
the accounting policies the revolution of corporal immobilization or the 
keeping of its historical cost, the liquidation of corporal immobilization (the 
choosing of method and duration of liquidation);the capitalization of rate or 
its recognition as expense, the choosing of evaluation method of stocks. 

In another way, the accounting policies reside in options determined 
by same interests with the respect of some principles, rules and conventions 
regarding the registration, the recognition and evolution of elements, opened 
through the accounting model for the preparing and presentation of financial 
situations. 
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Christopher Nobel defined the accounting policies as: “detailed 
methods of evolution, measuring and recognition which an industry has 
chosen, from the once general accepted by the law, accounting standards of 
commercial practices. 

 

ACCOUNTING POLICIES  
IN THE CONTEXT OF SYNCHRONIZATION  

TO THE INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN REFERENTIAL 
 

Once with the synchronization of Romanian accounting system, to 
the Forth Directive of CEE to the IAS - IFRS international accounting 
standards, the elaboration and development of accounting polices of 
industry, becomes on important aspect because their application, determines 
a high degree of relevance of financial information and leads to a better 
settlement of decision, which must to taken by the manager of the industry. 

The industry which set up financial situations in according to the 
European and international accounting referential, while have to pay a 
special attention to the section destined to accounting policies, with a 
component of financial situations in order to furnish accounting 
information, relevant to the characteristic qualitative requests , formulated 
under the auspices of IASB concepts. The accounting policies, regarding the 
elaboration and presentation of accounting situation rely exclusively on the 
precautions of IAS - IFRS international standards, or the professional 
reasoning, when the standards don’t authorize the very species. 

The accounting policies include the managerial options connected to 
accounting variables. The objective of accounting policy varies from one 
industry to another. Therefore, an industry which appeals to public expenses 
gives a special attention to financial consequences of the decisions (the 
impact over the dividends distributors, over the share list, over the 
vulnerability of a buying public offer, over the relation with the others) and 
a little or medium industry, often favors the fiscal optimization. So, as a 
consequence, depending on the context, the accounting policies may have as 
objective: the reduction of published loses, the reduction of taxable benefits, 
the increase, or reduction of current results, the temporary smoothing of 
accounting results in order to reduce the risk perceived by the financial 
environment. 

In the containing of Romanian accounting regulation according to 
the European Directives, the situation destined to accounting policies exists 
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inside Note 6 under the title “Principles, politics and book-keeping 
methods”. In the containing of this note, there will be presented: the 
accounting regulations applied to the order and presentation of annual 
financial situations; the digressions from the principles and accounting 
policies, evaluation methods and other stipulations of accounting 
regulations; if the values presented in financial situation are not similar, the 
absence of similarity must be expressed in explanatory notes, accompanied 
by relevant comments; the residual value for immobilization, established in 
the situation when we don’t know the acquisition price or its production 
cost; the sum of interests included in the cost of active mobilization and 
circulate with a long cycle of fabrication; if the actives represent the object 
of exceptional adjustments of value, even on fiscal purpose, the sum of 
adjustments and the reason  they had been made must be presented in 
explanatory notes; if the value presented in the balance sheet results after 
the application of FIFO, CMP, LIFO methods, varies considerable, at the 
time of sum, from the value determined by the last market value, known 
before the time of balances sheet, then, the value of this difference must be 
presented in explanatory notes as a total, on active categories; in the case of 
reevaluation of corporal immobilization: the elements submissive to 
reevaluation, as well as the methods by which the value resulted after the 
reevaluation is determined; the value at historical cost of reevaluated 
immobilization; the treatment in fiscal purpose of reevaluation.  

The management of industries is responsible for the choice and the 
substantiation of accounting policies of industries. 
 

THE FINE LINE  
BETWEEN HANDLING RESULTS AND FRAUD 

 
 What can be considered as creative book - keeping and how close to 
fraud is this practice? Nowadays, book - keeping standards offer a variety of 
calculation methods and operations account. Across the ocean, where the 
notion “fraud” has always criminal implication and where transparence of 
financial matters is key word, we meet the most of examples of public 
applying unorthodox book - keeping practices. 
 A first example could be the companies which, during expansion 
years of United States have put “on a part” capitals received from Federal 
Government for extending. Like this it was also Intel Capital who has 
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become to have over 550 branches in 20 countries. Later, those funds were 
book - kept to profit. Is it fraud, or only a book - keeping “game”? Another 
practice is registering to income of sums resulted from shares selling or a 
part of a branch. This is case of RSA Data Security who has raised his 
incomings where it sold a part of Verigisn branch. Is it fraud or not? 
 Some other “innovation” practices refer to book - keeping of barters 
as incomings, to book - keeping of whole selling cost for a sold good as 
commission, instead of book - keeping just the commission, book - keeping 
of discounts as advertising expenditure (which are deductive in limits 
imposed of Fiscal Code), capitalization of marketing expenditures and list 
could go on. Is it fraud or artifice? 
 KPMG has brought in discussion, in a publication, an interesting 
vision about business fraud. This refers to introduction of a new 
management method from consultants centered on the draft of management 
mandate. This was defined in many ways, one of them being delegation of 
responsibilities in taking decisions as low as canon the management 
succession. The reduce number of checking leave the place and covers 
fraudulent actions.  
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